
Development Setup
CS 346: Application Development

Sprint iterations; Setting up IntelliJ IDEA; Git.



What’s Next?
We should be wrapping up the Analysis & Design phase. However, we still need to: 

1. Decide on which technologies we will use - infrastructure, development tools and so on. 

2. Setup our GitLab project with details that we’ve collected. 

3. Decide on what development practices we will use during our sprint.
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We will spend the next few lectures discussing these topics.  

We will also have a project check-in on the Friday before we 
start our first sprint — to confirm that you have made 
essential project decisions before starting to code, and to 
answer any lingering questions. 

https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/syllabus/
assessment/#1-project-review 

https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/syllabus/assessment/#1-project-review
https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/syllabus/assessment/#1-project-review


Sprint: Iterations
Let’s discuss what to expect with your first sprint. Each sprint includes these activities: 

1. Feature selection. Selecting work during the sprint kickoff meeting. 

2. Implementation. The team (alone or in pairs) works on implementing features.
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3. Testing. Confirming that the changes work as 
expected, without unintended side effects (i.e. you 
didn’t break previously working functionality!) 

4. Deployment. Optionally, install the software and 
ensure that it works in the correct environment. 

5. Evaluation. Is it sufficient? Collect feedback for next 
iteration during the demo.



Sprint: Schedule
Our sprints will be two-weeks long, with four in-class 
sessions. They all have this structure:
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• Sprint kickoff (Day 1) - in-class, attendance mandatory 

• 30-45 min lecture (relevant topics, advice) 

• 35-50 min planning session (TA present) 

• Working session (Day 2) - in-class, attendance optional 

• daily standup + minutes required 

• Working session (Day 3) - in-class, attendance optional 

• daily standup + minutes required 

• Sprint demo (Day 4) - in-class, attendance mandatory 

• 15-30 min sprint retrospective 

• 10-15 min demo (TA, instructor)

Sprint 1 structure

Wed Fri

Week 1

Week 2



Sprint: Interations
In the next few lectures, we’ll talk about development practices - key activities that you will use 
throughout the development cycle (e.g. unit testing, code reviews). 

Keep in mind that everyone on the team will step through this implementation-testing-
deployment phase at least once. Every feature will be run through this cycle, so it may be repeated 
multiple times during a sprint.
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The next few lectures: 

• Today: Implementation (IntelliJ, Git), Builds (Gradle) 

• Next Topics: Design Patterns, TDD & Unit Testing 
(JUnit), Deployment & CI/CD.



Setting up GitLab
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Project Setup
• Milestones


• Each sprint is a milestone


• Issues should be unassigned


• Assign to sprints during sprint kickoff meeting


• Use labels to add attributes to issues


• Priority: High, Medium, Low


• Effort: Small, Large
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Demo boards



Repository Structure (starting)
• Your starting repository should contain your entire project 

and all associated files.


• README.md 

• .gitignore 

• meeting-minutes/ 

• Your source code will also be stored here - more in a few 
slides.
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Create a README.md file
• High-level project description, and details relevant to the whole project.


• Just a text file! Edit in any text editor e.g. Visual Studio Code, Sublime Text, vim
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Markdown is particularly readable since GitLab (and GitHub) will format it properly.



Include a .gitignore
• By default, git assumes that every file and directory in your working directory is important. 


• This is not true! You will have temp files and other files you don’t want to save.


• To exclude files, add the filename or pattern to a file named .gitignore in the top of your working 
directory. 


• Remember to “git add .gitignore”
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build/ 
out/ 
*.class 
.gradle 
.DS_Store 
www/public

Example of a .gitignore file



Meeting minutes?!
• You should be recording minutes every time that you meet as a team. This includes in-class meetings! e.g. kickoff, working meetings, demos.


• Sprint kickoff: use the meeting-minutes template (below).


• Working meetings: use the daily-standup (below).
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https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/project/
activities/assets/daily-standup.pdf

https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/project/
activities/assets/meeting-minutes.pdf

https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/project/activities/assets/daily-standup.pdf
https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/project/activities/assets/daily-standup.pdf
https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/project/activities/assets/meeting-minutes.pdf
https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/project/activities/assets/meeting-minutes.pdf


Steps to push your project into GitLab
$ git clone https://git.uwaterloo.ca/j2avery/cs346.git ./cs346


$ cd cs346


$ vim readme.md


$ vim .gitignore


$ git add * 


$ git commit -m “Initial commit”


$ git push
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Get the URL from your project page in GitLab.

.

├── .gitignore

├── README.md

└── meeting-minutes

    ├── 2023-01-15-project-discussion.pdf

    └── 2023-01-23-requirements-discussion.pdf

Your repo might look like this before the 
source code is added.

https://git.uwaterloo.ca/j2avery/cs346.git


Sidebar: Git branches
• We will discuss the importance of git branches in CI/CD lectures.


• For now, you should be doing everything on the Main branch.


• Main should always contain stable builds.


• You always release from main! — more on this later
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Main Releases

Feature Branch

Feature Branch



Creating a (simple) project
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We’re going to setup a project in 
IntelliJ. This will be stored in our 
repository alongside our source 
code.


The step sets up a directory 
structure for our source code that 
our IDE can work with.


Reminder: IntelliJ IDEA can be 
downloaded from https://
www.jetbrains.com/idea/.

Setup your Development Environment

My installation may look a little different than the default. You can customize it by going into Settings-Appearance & Behaviour. I tend to turn-off or 
collapse toolbars to reduce clutter. YMMV.

https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/
https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/
https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/


Creating an Application Project

From the splash screen, select New Project.


The dialog at the right will popup, asking you for 
the type of project to create. 


For a basic JVM project, choose New Project 
and select:


• Language: Kotlin


• Build System: Gradle


• JDK: Java 17


Do not select “Add sample code”. 
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https://www.jetbrains.com/help/idea/get-started-with-kotlin.html

https://www.jetbrains.com/help/idea/get-started-with-kotlin.html#1942137b


Other project types

Note that there are many different types of 
project that are supported. 


These project wizards just generate a starting 
project by creating the appropriate config files. 


• You can always modify your project to support 
a different style of project.


• You can also just start with an empty project 
and customize it (which is what we will do).


Later on, when discussing services, we’ll 
generate a Ktor or Spring project using this 
wizard. 
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https://www.jetbrains.com/help/idea/get-started-with-kotlin.html

https://www.jetbrains.com/help/idea/get-started-with-kotlin.html#1942137b
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IntelliJ Layout
IntelliJ has a number of windows:


• Project: a list of all files (Cmd-1)*


• Structure: methods and 
properties of the current open 
class/source file (Cmd-7).


• Source: the current source files 
(no hotkey).


• Git: Git status and log (Cmd-9) - 
not shown.


• Gradle: tasks that are available 
to run (no hotkey) - not shown.

Project Files

Output window

Source Area

* Keyboard shortcuts are customizable in Preferences. For example, the Gradle window doesn’t have a shortcut, but I usually assign it to Cmd-0. 

  Also, Windows/Linux users, lacking a Cmd key, should substitute Ctrl for Cmd.



Add starter code
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Make sure it runs
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This is too simple for 
anything more than demos.  

See the next section for a more 
robust configuration.


